
The Windroses 

Game Material: 

 6 landscape tiles with wind roses, Orange wind rose with start tile back, 4 

quarter-wind roses with normal back, Blue wind rose with normal back 

Game preparation: 

Instead of the normal starting tile, the orange wind rose tile is used as the starting 

tile. The remaining 5 tiles with wind roses are mixed in with the normal landscape 

tiles. All normal rules of Carcassonne remain. 

 

Rules: 

The starting tile divides the playing area into four sections (NO [NE], SO [SE], SW, 

NW). For each of these sections there is an associated landscape tile. 

 

If a player draws one of the 4 tiles with a quarter-wind rose and using the normal 

rules places it in the corresponding section, he immediately receives 3 points. These 

points are independent of any other scoring. The fields in the horizontal and vertical 

rows of the starting tile are a part of two sections. The wind roses do not affect the 

features in any way (e.g., they do not disrupt any roads). 

 

The blue wind rose 

If the tile with the blue wind rose is drawn, it will be placed by normal rules. The 
blue wind rose now, and for the rest of the game, takes over the function of the 
orange starting wind rose. That is, the playing area will now be divided into four 
sections in accordance with the blue wind rose. As a result, entirely new directions 
of the cardinal points arise. Players earn points when they now play more wind rose 
tile, following the blue wind rose. 

 

Example: 

Red places the tile "SW"on the correct gameboard section. Red receives 3 points for 

it. (The compass need not be placed in the same orientation as the starting wind 

rose.) Because the city was completed, Blue receives 4 points. 
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